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Questions for Consideration
1. What questions or comments do you have over the materials presented in this
chapter?
2. Which of the standards are most important? Would you add others?
3. Why are standards for critiquing qualitative inquiries needed?
4. How can all these standards be met in a given study?
5. How can the meaningfulness of a research problem be determined?
6. Do you agree with Marné’s self critique? Why or why not?
7. How can you use the checklist presented above in your inquiry setting?
8. What are you planning to do (doing) to ensure that the standards for qualitative
inquiry presented in this chapter will be met in the qualitative inquiry you are
conducting?
9. What is an audit trail?
10. Why is it important to maintain an audit trail?
11. How are you keeping an audit trail of your inquiry?

Suggested Activities
1. Using the standards described in this chapter and any others you feel are relevant,
critique one of the completed studies reported in the Appendices of this book (besides
Marné’s in Appendix B).
2. In your field notes, critique your own study against these same standards. For each
standard, explain how you are meeting the standard or propose how you will revise
your inquiry to meet any standard you are not currently addressing in your own
inquiry. If you think some of these standards are irrelevant or too hard to achieve in
your situation, explain your rationale in your field notes. Discuss any additional
standards you want to use.
3. Review your field notes to make sure you are keeping the details you need to have an
adequate audit trail. Begin a new file that will serve as an index to your audit trail that
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has an entry for every day you do anything associated with your project.
4. What questions did this chapter raise for you?
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